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Presented by:

Headline sponsor:

Hosted by:

Supported by:

16-17 November Worsley Park Hotel & Country Club, Manchester
A thinking space on the future of local transport
The second Local Transport Summit will be taking place in Manchester at Worsley Park Marriott Hotel and Country
Club on the 16-17 November, sponsored by Steer Davies Gleave, hosted by Transport for Greater Manchester, with the
Department for Transport again a key partner. TfGM will share their own thinking on strategic transport issues with
those addressing similar challenges.
The event will provide a relaxed residential environment for 24 hours to consider the fundamentals of good practice
in determining transport strategy, setting priorities, linking transport objectives to wider social and economic ones,
and embracing changing public and political values. The event includes an informal evening networking dinner.
We welcome readers of Local Transport Today to join us and be involved in this senior level discussion.

Thursday afternoon - 1

Thursday afternoon - 2

Where are we now?

Rising to the challenge

Key issues in local transport decision-making

Transport’s role in Greater Manchester’s strategic vision

To set the scene we have invited four key commentators to assess the
present local transport landscape and identify fundamental issues and
opportunities to enhance the way we make decisions and apply resources.

Our host area is currently working on a 25 year vision for the Greater
Manchester area and we will explore the way in which transport fits into
wider objectives and the process being adopted to ensure decisions are
inclusive and robust. Presentations will be followed by a panel discussion.

When we’ve heard their thoughts we’ll go into breakout discussions to
explore the implications.
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Positively tackling realities

What can we take away to do things better
Theory meets practice in our final two sessions where, after a keynote
address on the latest thinking of future transport demand, we will consider
steps that can be taken now to apply new approaches and practical
measures to unlock more effective local transport planning and delivery
and better use of available resources. Then there will be 3 breakout groups
and a plenary to sum up ways forward.

The political and placemaking context
The evening networking and dinner will include important perspectives
from the world of politics and civic leadership from Greater Manchester
Mayor Andy Burnham and a challenging analysis of the planning and
development framework to which transport must relate from Paul Murrain.
We’ll be networking before, during, and after the dinner, including drinks in
the historic Worsley Old Hall.
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To reserve your place, visit: www.landor.co.uk/lts

Individual place for both day’s conference and
networking dinner – £225 + VAT
Full access to both day’s conference and
to host a table of 10 at the networking dinner – £1,750 + VAT
Early booking recommended. Attendee numbers are strictly limited.

